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EMPLOYMENT FROM SOLAR ENERGY:
A BRIGHT BUT PARTLY CLOUDY FUTURE

K. K. knitter
with

IL J. Santini
Energy and:Environmental Systems Division
Argonne National Laboratory
Argonne IL 60439

ABSTRACT

The current state of knowledge ibout_employment impacts of solar versus
conventional technologies is used to make quantitative-and qualitative
comparison! of these impact: across technologies. For purposes of
-quantitative comparison, employment requirements are standardised to
employee effort per unit energy per year of operation. Thee* current
quantitative emplOymentestimatesshow solar technology induced employ -
ment: to generally be greaterthan for conventional technologies. The
qualitative discussion focuses on the relative else and spatial distri-
bution of the various technologies, concluding that the effects of so-
lar are more positive than for conventional facilities because of
smaller size, dispersed locations, and gradual: implementation.

INTRODUCTION

Increased employment has been postulated as one of the significant sec-
ondary benefits -of r shift from conventional to solar energy use. Re-
cent estimates of the potential scale of this benefit support such a
claim, though they must be considered tentative and almost speculative
at this point in time.

For solar:heating and cooling of buildings (NACOS) systems, which in-
clude hot water heating,-activi heating, active heating and cooling,
and passive heating and cooling systems, labor estimates are based on
limited4experitnce with modest'numbers of systems. For solar systems
which generate electricity, only wind systems haii any real employment
history; central thermal-, photovoltaic, and ocean thermal systems' la-
bor requirements are based tiost wholly on engineering estimates aid
extrapolation. froscrelated industries. Sy contrast, conventional en-
ergy systole (coal-electric, nuclear, oil electric, gas electric, and
coal *Judas) have considerable body of actual eaployient experience
on which to bus estimate. of labor requirements. While a comparison

Presented at the First-damsel Community. Renewable inert Systems Conference,
Boulder, COloredo,-Ausust14, 1579.



of emOloyment,from_systeme with such widely varying degrees of reliable
data is somewhat uncomfortable, it is the only alternative available if
we wish to examine relative labor intensities today. The taalyses to
date yield overwhelming support for the contention that solar, espe-
cially SHACOE system', will require more labor resources than conven-
tional energy source3.

In additiOn to the relative magnitude of labor required by different
energy aystems,.the issues of location, duration, and occupation of the
labor required are also important and heretofore have been largely ig-
nored. While also somewhat speculative, analyses of these issues
points toward significant and positive benefits of solar energy rela-
tive to plaaned conventional electric energy sources.

While the employment effects of energy alternatives are complex, they
cam_be classified as eiti:uquantitative or qualitative effects. The
importance of each of tt'.ie effects varies with the types of systems
being Compared, the proposed location_of the system, the scale of the
geographic area of concern, cnd the particular issue of interest to the
analyst. This paper compares both the quantitative and qualitative em-
ployment effects of solar and conventional systems and presents an ana-
lytical framework for determining such effects.

Findings have been based on three principal sources of information:

1. Technology characterisations of the Technology Assessment of Sclar
Energy (TASE) program from work currently in progress at Argonne
and the other Dept. of Energy national laboratories [1) ,

2. Published estimates of the labor requirements of solar energy fron
the Mitre Corporation, the U.S. Dept. of Energy, and several other
sources [2 to 5], and

3. Previons work at Argonne on the employment impacts of conventional
energy systems [6 and 7].

METHODS

Quantitative Employment Effects

In order to estiliate the total employment effect of a shift from con-
ventional to solar energy sour^es, the following types of employment
effects must be considered:

1. Direct Employment required for:
A. Construction and/or installation
I. Operation and maintenance (OM

*
A detailed description of the methodology, data manipulations, data
sources and shortcomings, and additional inhumation are to be de-
scribed in a forthcemimg Argonne National Laboratory Technical Memo-
randum.
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C. Fuel supply
D. Direct system manufacturing and/or assembly
E. Energy 'transmission and/or" distribution (TO)

2. Indirect or Secondary Employment required to support direct employ-
ment in sectors such as:
A. Raw materials mining and processing
B. Indirect or compote.: parts manufacturing
C. Business services such as communications, transportation,

financing, research, legal, etc.
D. Retail services for wage earners and stockholders

It should be emphasised that these. effects repeat themselves as ex-
penditures and money recycle through the economy. They are gener-
ally estimated using either employment multipliers (ratios of total
employment to direct employment) or by using input-output trans-
action tables.

3. Displacement Employment, especially for solar, where it may dis-
place direct and indirect employment from conventional energy
sources. Displaced energy employment is important but very diffi-
cult to estimate. It depends on Ca:

- type of enerev displaced
- impact on: scity constructed

1, el use

-O&M, T&D
- back-up system requireme4s for solar, and the
- indirect effects of any direct employment decreases

Analysis of thew effects is a complex and situation-specific
endeavor.

4. Employment effects from money available to be spent on other con-
sumer or investment items if solar energy costs less (Responding
Effects or money no longer available if solar costs more (Substi-
tution effects). This increase or decrease in availsble or dis-
posable Income will have employment impacts when spent. Determi-
nstion of these employment impacts requires macroeconomic modeling
with detailed Information about:

- the real --nnomic cost of alternatives
- the econc- sectors impacted
- the labor rensities of sectors
- the timinf; of expenditure shifts
- the state A the economy

Estimates of labor requirements for construction/installation, opera-
tion and maintenance, and fuel supply are first presented based-or ref-
erences 1, 2 and 7. Next total direct, indirect, and combined direct
and indirect effects are analysed based on.data from references 2, 3
and 4. Net national energy employment including displacement effects
are presented from reference 3. Respending or substitution effects are
not presented, though Boom IS] has found them to be even greater in
legnituds than direct and indirect combined.



Qualitative Imeloyment-Iffects

The uilitative employment effects of energy alternatives vary with:
le_ative facility oise
teak number of.eiployees required

!! Type fed.duratien of jobs
- Expected locations of facilities

Population Shifts induced
- Community social structure

Where data is available [6,,7) tocompare.SAACOB, Solar Electric, and
Conventional Electric facilities on these characteristics, it is pre-
sented. Otherwise, the issue is simply discussed based on current ob-
servations and expectations.

TIIIDIRGS

Quantitative Employment Effects

Table 1 presents the basic quantitative data on construction/installa-

tion, operation, maintenance and fuel supply for the systems studied,
including conversion to normalized employment per 1012 Btu delivered per
year: Figures 1 and 2 demonstrate the range of employment requirements
estimated for the different system typei,and also-the impact which con-
tinuous operationviaintenance,,and fuel supply requirements can have on
employment. 'The'lange is greatest for SEACOB technologies, with passive
vetoes requiring moderate amounts.of additional construction labor and
almost no operitini and maintenance labor. The relatively high rings of
construction/installation labor intensities of SHAC011 and-solar electric
systems can be been in liguti 1. Figure.; shows the effect of adding
operation, maintenance, and.fuel supply requirements._, The yearly clean-
ing and maintenance of active hot water systems (153 Nap. yrs./1012

Itusir) may be excessive. Other taferences do not show such a disparity

between active bot,watir and heating systems. Coal mining, both strip
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TABLE 1. CONSTRUCTION/INSTALLATION, OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, AND FUEL SUPPLY
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(SM) and deep (DM) cauies the peak of'the conventional range to move
up substantially with respect to solar electric.

Table 2 presents the total direct and indirect employment estimates
for the same technologies as before, however, only solar electric es-
timates are based on the same reference 121 as in Tablel. Note also
that the omits (Employee-Hours/10"-Stu-Yr) are different but com-
parable. Tables 1 and 2 have been checked and ire reasonably con-
sistent Figure 3 shows the ranges for total direct employment, in-
cluding direct manufacturing/assembly and transmission /distribution.
SHACOB and solar electric systems are comparable and somewhat higher
than conventional electric systems. Whe4-indirect employment is con-
sidered in Figure 4, the higher multipliers assumed for SHACOB systems
(apparently based on higher Material cost components of these systems)
result in significantly higher indirect employment. Figure 5 shows
the combined effects of direct ant indirect employment.

Figure 6 shows the Domestic Policy Review of Solar Energy (4) figures
for net employment under three different national scenarios, each pro-
viding the same amount of end-use energy but with increasing shares of
solar technologies. The numbers are cumulative totals for 1978-2000,
and include displacement effects, both direct and indirect, as solar
contributes more energy and conventional sources contribute less. As
can be seen in the future, -oral employment increases with increasing
contributions from solar. 1.1is demonstrates that the increased employ-
ment from solar more than counterbalances the decreased employment from
conventional sources.

gyllitative Employment Effects

Table 3 presents information on the average size of planne.: energy fa-
cilities, the peak Aumber of employees reggired to build ca. operate the
facility, and the number of counties in the nation in which that type
of facility is planned to be constructed. These estimates are based on
actual electric utility plans (6)and historical employment requirements
(7). Except for photovoltaic solar electric systems, conventional
electric energy facilities cause several orders of magnitude higher peak
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employment requirements at the sites of,the facilities due to thair
larger sire. In-addition, their larger- -rise means that fewer areas
will experience employment from these sourcea. SEACOI -and soles eec-
tric technologies, on the other.had, are much more widely dispersed
and of smaller size.

Many of the coal facilities and a number of the nuclear facilities are
planned for relatively isolated rural counties with low assimilative
capacities (low populations, low=population densities, low numbers of
available workers, and located at a distance from metrolopitan areas).
Large new facilities (see peak employment column in Table 1) in this
type of county can cause significant boom-town effects as construction
workers and their families migrate ,to the work site for a period of
several years. As can be seen by figure 7, low aad extra-low
assimilative capacity counties receive a disproportionate share of new
facilities (when compared to share of population). Figure 8 shows
that, when receiving an average else conventional facility, these
counties can experience significant population shifts into thecounty,
sometimes more than doubling the population.

The location, duration, and type of jobs required by SHACOB technologies
are much 'sure benign in their impact on localities. In fact, there
appear to be no significant drawbacks of these jobs. They will gener-
ally be:

- increasing steadily over time
- similar to construction and servicing jobs
- associated with smaller businesses
- where people (job seekers) already are because they are:

correlated with consumption, and
not in isolated areas

To the extent that SHACOB (and solar electric to a lesser degree) dis-
places conventional facilities, adverse impacts of conventional energy
developments will be diminished. Solar energy may:

- decrease population and employment shifts
- lower government costs for servicing such shifts
- lower need for impact assistance aid
- increase community stability
- offer long-term local jobs

170
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CONCLUSIONS

Current-quantititive employment estimates show eiployment from solar

technologies to be substantially higher than conventional electric

facilities on a Dtu -delivered basic. Depending on the solar technolo-

gies considered, Construction/Installation employment has been sea-

meted to be Eros l'to 11 times therof conventional electric sources.

Total Direct employment is from 1/2 to 4 tises, Indirect esployment is

1 to 10 times, end Total-Combined Employment is 1 to 5 times that of

conventional energy source. Pet total employment in the energy sectors

for the nation under solar scenarios has Leen estimated to be higher es

well.

Qualitative employment effects of solar are generally such sore positive

than conventional energy facilities due to their small size, dispersed

locations, and Itradual implementation.
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